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Over the last 50 years there have been numerous

advancements that have improved the surgical care of

patients afflicted with head and neck cancer. Technological

and technical advancements in surgery, such as minimally

invasive endoscopic and robotic technology, as well as

improvements in functional and anatomic imaging and in

the delivery of radiotherapy and targeted chemotherapy,

have allowed physicians to deliver dramatically improved

oncologic care to a challenging patient population.

Unfortunately, many of these advancements have had little

impact on the outcomes related to salvage laryngectomy.

In the early 1990s, the results from several landmark

trials validated the concept of larynx preservation in the

treatment of advanced laryngeal squamous cell carci-

noma.1–4 Nonsurgical therapy with concurrent

chemoradiotherapy became the standard of care for all but

the most advanced laryngeal squamous cell carcinomas.

Currently, while the goal of organ preservation is being

achieved in many patients, those who suffer a recurrence or

residual disease after therapy generally undergo salvage

laryngectomy as the ‘gold standard’ procedure, with

acceptable oncologic results. Interestingly, the surgical

technique for salvage laryngectomy has remained

unchanged despite advancements in other aspects of head

and neck surgery. Achieving a watertight suture closure

remains an important aspect of the procedure, but it is

widely recognized that the majority of complications (in-

cluding salivary fistula) leading to prolonged hospital

admissions and necessitating additional procedures are

often not related to surgical technique in the majority of

cases. More often, adverse outcomes are related to poor

wound healing, infection, previous radiation, and compli-

cations related to medical comorbidities.

Perhaps the most impactful complication after salvage

laryngectomy is salivary fistula, which often requires pro-

longed wound care during admission and increased

morbidity for patients. In many cases, these fistula will

require additional reconstructive surgery for correction and

put the patient at risk for life-threatening carotid exposure

with hemorrhage, and are certainly a burden on the

healthcare system in terms of cost and resources. Current

literature indicates the rates of postoperative fistula for-

mation after salvage laryngectomy are approximately 30%,

with overall complication rates for the procedure reported

at 67.5%, shockingly high numbers for a procedure that has

seen little technical advancements since first performed in

1873 by Theodor Billroth in Vienna but currently remains

in widespread use.5

Unfortunately, today’s surgeons continue to be plagued

with salivary fistula after salvage laryngectomy, and sev-

eral concepts have been evaluated to improve outcomes.

Technical aspects related to the surgical procedure, such as

salivary bypass tubes and free and pedicled muscle flaps,

have been explored in order to reduce fistula rates; how-

ever, results are often difficult to interpret due to the

heterogeneity of the patient population and surgical tech-

niques utilized.6–9 Nevertheless, from a technical

standpoint, vascularized reconstruction appears to play a

role in fistula management.10 What has also become clear

with these efforts is that technical aspects of surgery are not

the only factors at play, and therefore technical alterations

in the procedure are unlikely to resolve the issue of salivary

fistula.

Therefore, it is helpful to conceptualize complications in

salvage laryngectomy in order to identify modifiable risk

factors that can be targeted for interventions to improve

outcomes. Factors such as long-standing tobacco abuse and

previous radiotherapy do not offer significant promise to

alter outcomes as they are not modifiable at the time of
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surgery. Conversely, factors such as nutritional status,

frailty, metabolic/endocrine abnormalities, or the use of

alternative reconstructive techniques offer promise to

improve outcomes in this patient population as these fac-

tors are modifiable in the perioperative period.

In the current issue of Annals of Surgical Oncology,

Rosko et al. have provided an excellent analysis of 182

patients who underwent salvage laryngectomy, and noted a

47% fistula rate in hypothyroid patients compared with a

23% fistula rate in euthyroid patients, with hypothyroid

patients exhibiting an 11.4-fold greater risk of developing a

fistula that required reoperation when compared with

euthyroid patients. Interestingly, 96% of patients were

euthyroid prior to salvage surgery, indicating a causal

relationship between salvage surgery and postoperative

hypothyroidism, rather than other factors such as previous

neck irradiation. Of note, the authors also reported an

approximately 12.5% incremental increase in the absolute

risk of fistula, with each doubling of the thyroid-stimulat-

ing hormone indicating the impact of the severity of

hypothyroidism on outcomes.

It should be noted that the current work is not the first

report linking hypothyroidism to salivary fistula in this

setting.11,12 Nevertheless, this report offers some com-

pelling data that has impact both on the perioperative

management of the patient from an endocrine standpoint

and perhaps also from a surgical technique perspective.

First and foremost, routine removal of the thyroid gland

should be avoided during laryngectomy procedures, and

rarely is the thyroid gland itself involved with malignant

disease, especially when bilateral lobes are considered.13,14

In addition, reconstructive surgeons should make efforts to

spare the blood supply to the thyroid gland when selecting

vessels for microvascular anastomosis when other options

are available. It is unclear if the authors’ finding that

patients reconstructed with a vascularized flap had a 2.8-

fold higher incidence of developing postoperative

hypothyroidism relates to this issue or represents a marker

of more advanced disease requiring gland removal.

Perhaps the most important finding of this paper is

quantifying the risk (11.4 9) of salivary fistula when sur-

gical resection results in hypothyroidism. Certainly,

hypothyroidism represents a modifiable risk factor both in

terms of thoughtful surgical technique and gland preser-

vation, as well as aggressive screening and medical

management in the perioperative period. This data clearly

demonstrates the fact that head and neck surgeons should

make every effort to mitigate and control hypothyroidism

in order to improve outcomes in this population.
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